DARPAN
The Quarterly e-newsletter of NABCONS
Theme for this issue: Farmer Producer Organizations (FPOs)

From the MD’s Desk
As you are aware, I have recently taken over charge of NABARD Consultancy
Services- NABCONS on 01 August 2019 on retirement of Shri Naresh Gupta on superannuation from
NABARD’s services. I am grateful to the management of NABARD for giving me an opportunity to take up
this assignment. After having completed 30 years of services in NABARD, I ensure all stakeholders of
NABCONS and well-wishers that I will contribute towards furtherance of the business growth of the
Company to the best of my ability. Further, I on behalf of NABCONS acknowledge contribution and guidance
provided by my predecessor Shri Naresh Guptaji during his three years of successful tenure as MD,
NABCONS. I take this opportunity to convey my best wishes to him and his family.
The year 2019-20 presents a lot of opportunities in view of the Union Budget and developments within the organisation. During the
year, we have contracted some high-value assignments and have also diversified our business portfolio. We continue to strive to
diversify our business portfolio as also keeping our mandate intact.
This newsletter focuses on Farmer Producer Organizations (FPOs). FPO as collectives has the potential to improve production and
productivity, add value with possible expansion of employment opportunities and consequently mitigate rural prosperity. In the
light of various promotional schemes for FPOs by GOI, NABARD, SFAC and other agencies, it is pertinent to foster understanding of
FPO landscape and identify roadmap to make it a sustainable business model in order to reduce farm distress. I commend the
Editorial team for successfully bringing out the VIIIth issue of quarterly e-newsletter of NABCONS – DARPAN. I hope the contents
are useful to the readers in developing a better understanding of FPOs.
Yours sincerely

K Venkateswara Rao

IN THIS ISSUE

From the Editorial Desk
It gives us immense pleasure to bring out the VIII issue of NABCONS DARPAN quarterly enewsletter based on the theme “Farmer Producer Organizations”. We would also like to take this
opportunity to formally welcome our new MD, Shri K Venkateswara Rao, who has recently taken
over charge as MD, NABCONS on 1st August 2019.
In this issue, we have tried to put forth our e-newsletter on the lines of a “knowledge paper” that
caters to readership not only within NABCONS but also, outside of the company. This issue throws
light on various aspects of FPOs viz. the concept, the current status in India, the issues in building
sustainable FPO model, the various assignments done by NABCONS on FPOs as also the business
opportunities in this sector. The editorial team expresses its sincere gratitude for the contributions
from various sources for the newsletter and expect active participation in our next issues. We
hope that the readers find the content of the newsletter to be thought provoking and informative.
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BUSINESS @ GLIMPSE

HIGH VALUE AND DIVERSIFIED ASSIGNMENTS CONTRACTED THIS QUARTER


Third Party Monitoring of Quality & Progress for Improvement / Modernization of existing storage facilities of
Punjab State Warehousing Corporation, Chandigarh.
 Preparation of detailed project report (DPR) for establishing "Advanced Institute for Integrated Research on
Livestock and Animal Science for Department of Animal Husbandry and Veterinary Services, Tamil Nadu
 Central technical support agency to Chhattisgarh and Odisha State Rural Livelihood Mission under DDUGKY
scheme for Ministry of Rural Development, GOI.
 Diagnostic study of C and D graded FPOs for FSDD NABARD in 8 states
 Impact Evaluation of Venture Capital Assistance Scheme for Small Farmers’ Agribusiness Consortium (SFAC).
 Impact Evaluation of Equity Grant Fund & Credit Guarantee Fund Scheme for SFAC
 Engagement of NABCONS for Accreditation of national implementing entity in Afghanistan under South-South
cooperation grant of AF for NABARD
 Cold Chain & Value Addition Infrastructure under PMKSY Scheme for Ministry of Food Processing Industries,
GOI.
 Resource Agency of Crop Residue Management Campaign 2019-20 under National Adaptation Fund for Climate
Change (NAFCC) for NABARD
 Monitoring & evaluation of spring shed development for Meghalaya State Watershed & Wasteland
THRUST AREAS – Some of the thrust areas of our business during the next quarter are enumerated below:
Development Agency
i.

Agro Export Policy 2018 – Business Opportunities for NABCONS

Agro Export Policy 2018 is being implemented by various states. State nodal agencies and clusters covering 23 States
have been identified by Ministry of Commerce and circulated among stake holders. NABCONS is exploring business
opportunities in the following area:







II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.
VIII.
IX.
X.
XI.

Preparation & vetting of State action plan by APEDA/MPEDA/Commodity boards
Organizing stakeholder consultations at Cluster level
Setting up and monitoring of cluster facilitation cells
Identification of infrastructure requirements in private sector for special commodities
Comprehensive need-gap analysis of existing export oriented infrastructure
Capacity building of State Officials in export promotion
Preparation of state export policies for nodal agencies
Designing Food Processing Policies for state government bodies
Converging skills with livelihood
Skill Gap studies
CSR advisory to Corporates and PSUs
Evaluation of MSME Schemes, Health, Education and Skill development schemes
Impact evaluation of infra. Projects & solar irrigation pumps in various states
International Climate Fund, Climate Resilient Business Roadmaps, Environment & Social Management
Framework (ESMF), SAPCC
DPRs & PCNs for the funds viz. NAFCC, GCF and Adaptation Fund.
Preparation of revival plans for banks , advisory on various banking policies
Training of BC/ BF’s, Appraisal of projects , District Potential linked credit plans (PLPs) of NABARD

IMPORTANT EVENTS THIS QUARTER
Bidding adieu to Shri Naresh Gupta, Ex-Managing Director of NABARD Consultancy Services
Farewell of Shri Naresh Gupta, Ex-MD NABCONS was organized at NABCONS Corporate Office, New Delhi on his
superannuation on 31st July, 2019. The function was graced by the presence of several dignitaries including his
colleagues from NABARD and NABCONS besides staff from NABCONS, NABARD RO Delhi and his family members . A
movie on his life was played by NABCONS team. His colleagues, family members and staff recounted memories with
him and wished him a blissful journey ahead with plentiful accomplishments and unparalleled success. A souvenir in
the form of a coffee table book was released and presented by Shri S K Bansal, CGM, MP RO, which has glimpses from
his journey so far and messages from the people associated with him professionally and personally. Shri K V Rao also
read out the appreciation letter from Shri H K Bhanwala, Chairman, NABARD & NABCONS.
In parting words by Shri Naresh Gupta, he acknowledged the support and guidance from the Chairman and Board of
Directors of NABCONS during his tenure as MD NABCONS. He thanked his wife and other family members for being
with him through the thick and thin of life as his support and strength. He also recollected the moments from his past,
his life lessons and wished his staff good luck, hoping for a brighter future for NABCONS!

Visibility & Networking
MD and other senior officers of NABCONS had high level meetings and dialogues at the level of Secy and Jt Secy at
various departments of GoI like MOFPI, MoA&FW, MoRD, Ministry of External Affairs, Ministry of Commerce, Min. of
Animal Husbandry, Dairying & Fisheries and organizations like ADB, NIRD, ICAR and many other potential clients in
Corporate Sector.
CxO event in Greater Noida, Uttar Pradesh
‘CXO meet 2019’ was organized at Hotel Radisson Blu, Greater Noida, on 2 nd August 2019, by the UP Govt. Aim of the
program was to seek industry inputs in improving courses at Skill Development Program being run over in over 3100
ITIs in the state.
National Level Stakeholders’ Consultation Meet on Agri Export Policy 2018
In order to discuss various aspects of Agriculture Export Policy: 2018 and explore potential role of various stakeholders
in export promotion, a “National Level Stakeholders’ Consultation Meet” was organized by NABARD at Mumbai on 09
August 2019, in association with the Ministry of Commerce, GOI, APEDA and other GOI departments such as agriculture,
food processing, fisheries and animal husbandry, State Govts. and banks. Areas such as ensuring market linkages to
FPOs/farmers, creation of cluster based aggregators, agri-logistics and support of banks for meeting credit needs were
discussed during the meeting.

CII National Council on Agriculture Meet
UPDATES FROM THE BOARD ROOM

Being a member of CII Agriculture Council, MD, NABCONS attended CII National Council
Meet on Agriculture on 21 August 2019 at India Habitat Center, New Delhi. The meeting
was aligned to the overall CII theme for the year “Rural – Urban connect and
Governance”. The members expressed their views on the current policy ecosystem and
possible areas for intervention by CII National Council on Agriculture like ease of doing
business, FPOs, agril. innovation & technology, agripreneurship etc.



CEO Conclave: "Placement: Challenges and Possibilities in DDU-GKY".
To address the issues, concerns and challenges associated with placement in DDU-GKY,
a CEO Conclave was organized on 26-27 August 2019, at NIRDPR Hyderabad. The theme
for the conclave was "Placement: Challenges and Possibilities in DDU-GKY". The
conclave saw participation from CEOs and COOs of nodal agencies responsible for
implementing DDU-GKY in the states, and the senior officials of Rural Development in
states. Senior officials of the Ministry of Rural Development including the Joint Secretary
guided the proceedings. MD, NABCONS addressed the Conclave on "Skill Development
and Placement in Agricultural Sector for DDU-GKY: The Possibilities".
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Sa-Dhan National Conference 2019
Sa-Dhan hosted the 15th National Conference on16th & 17th September 2019 at India Habitat Centre, New Delhi. The
theme of the conference was "Two Decades at Paving Way for Financial Inclusion". MD, NABCONS attended the meet
as a penalist. The Conference aimed to provide stakeholders a platform to deliberate on specific sectoral concerns and
challenges, build partnerships among various stakeholders as also provide insights that can widen and deepen the scale
of financial inclusion in the country.
.
Induction training programme for NABCONS Consultants at NBSC Lucknow
A 6 day induction training programme was organized for consultants of NABCONS at NBSC Lucknow from 23-28
September 2019. The programme was attended by 24 participants from NABCONS Corporate office, New Delhi and
Zonal offices Mumbai, Hyderabad, and Guwahati. The training programme provided an insight into the world of
consultancy and requisites of a good consultant. The sessions covered various aspects of consultancy business like
the role of NABARD/NABCONS, rural economy, project management, basics of accounting and finance, research
methodology, ERP, EOI and RFP, writing a winning proposal, emerging business opportunities for NABCONS etc. The
participants were divided into four groups namely ‘Pratispadhri vatavaran’, ‘Vishleshan’, ‘Krishii aur Kisan Kalyan’
and ‘Gram Vikas’ under the leadership of Zonal Heads and SVP and group presentations were made by the
participants on the last day of the training programme.

FARMER PRODUCER ORGANIZATIONS (FPOs)

A Producer Organisation (PO) is a legal
entity formed by primary producers,
viz. farmers, milk producers, fishermen,
weavers, rural artisans etc. A PO can be
a producer company, a cooperative
society or any other legal form which
provides for sharing of profits/benefits
among the members. FPO is one type
of PO where the members are farmers.
A part of the profit is shared amongst
the producers. Rest of the surplus is
added to its owned funds for business
expansion.
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FPO Business Activities

No. of FPOs promoted by various organizations in
India (sfacindia.com/List-of-FPO-Statewise.aspx)
NABARD

SFAC

2154 (under PRODUCE fund),
2081 (under NABARD
promotional fund)
822

ATMA Directorate & Samiti

119

Govt. of Nagaland

14

Self-promoted FPOs

63

NRLM

135

ISAP

50

Source: Farmer Producers’ Organizations (FPOs): Status, Issues & Suggested Policy Reforms (National Paper - PLP 2020-21), NABARD FAQs- FPOs, Policy & Process Guidelines for FPOs - MoA

VARIOUS SCHEMES FOR PROMOTION OF FPOs IN INDIA

Govt. of India

RBI & Financing institutions

NABARD

•Agricultural Marketing Infrastructre (AMI)
•Mission for Integrated Development of Horticulture (MIDH)
•Deendyal Antyodaya Yojana - National Rural Livelihood Mission (DAYNRLM) - MoRD
•Operation Greens, creation of backward and forward linkages
•RBI has included financing of FPOs upto Rs 2 Cr under direct agri. finance
under Priority Sector Lending (PSL)
•100% tax exemption for FPOs with annual turnover of upto Rs 100 Cr for 5
years
•Cash credit/term loans for FPOs for business activities

•Producers Organization Development Fund (PODF), Producers' Organization
Development & Upliftment Corpus (PRODUCE) Fund
•National Advisory Committee, Dedicated web portal, Training modules,
Seminars, State-wise FPO campaign etc.
•NABKISAN Finance Ltd. for meeting credit requirements of FPOs

SFAC

•Equity Grant Scheme
•Credit Guarantee Fund Scheme
•Venture capital assistance (VCA)

ICAR

•Technical support to FPOs through KVKs

Various assignments executed by NABCONS on FPOs




















Digitization and Monitoring of FPOs through PMU
Resource Support Agency for Awareness Creation for Promotion of FPOs in Punjab and Rajasthan
Study of Upscaling Financing of Producer Organisations
Monitoring, Evaluation & MIS development of FPO initiative
Diagnostic study of FPOs in Madhya Pradesh, Uttarakhand & Himachal Pradesh
Status of FPOs supported by NABARD in Chhattisgarh
Capacity Building of 3 SFAC Haryana employees under management of FPOs in Haryana State
Documentation of Best Practices of FPO in Kerala
Mid-point Study of FPOs in Uttar Pradesh
Evaluation of FPOs programmes promoted by Department of Horticulture, Karnataka
Diagnostic Study & DPR preparation of one Off-farm Producers’ Organization (OFPO) under NABARD Scheme-Aparajita
Mahila Sangh, Madhya Pradesh
Preparation of a manual on FPOs in Uttarakhand
Diagnostic Study and preparation of DPR in respect of OFPO of 225 Handloom Weavers at Ziro, Lower Subansiri district of
Arunachal Pradesh
Evaluation Study of the Central Sector Scheme 'Equity Grant Fund and Credit Guarantee Fund Scheme for FPCs'
implemented by SFAC during XII Plan Period
Management of FPOs in Haryana State
Preparation of DPR for Setting up of Agro-service centers by FPO, Karnal
Monitoring & evaluation for FPO Promotion Project for XII Plan
Conduct of Diagnostic Study of C&D Graded FPOs in Haryana, Punjab & Jharkhand
Diagnostic Study of C & D rated FPOs promoted under PRODUCE fund in Bihar and Karnataka

Clients – NABARD, SFAC, State Govts., Arunachal Pradesh State Weavers Cooperative Federation Ltd., Assam

INSIGHT OF SOME OF THE IMPORTANT ASSIGNMENTS EXECUTED BY NABCONS ON FPOs

Management of Farmers Producer Organizations in Haryana
Ministry of Agriculture & Farmers’ Welfare, GOI had launched an all India pilot programme for promoting member-based
FPOs during 2011- 12 in partnership with State Govts. which was implemented by SFAC all over India. In this context, SFAC
Haryana assigned NABCONS the task of promotion and strengthening of 13 FPOs in 11 districts of Haryana through various
interventions viz. organizational development & training, capacity building programmes, agri technology introduction &
validation, FPO management and financial assistance.
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Success Story of one FPO - Karnal Vegetable Producer Company ltd.
Karnal Vegetable Producer Company Ltd. was registered on 26 July 2013 under the Companies Act 1956 (No.1 of 1956).
FPO geographically covers one district (Karnal), 5 blocks and 41 villages. The FPO is engaged in business activities like
supply of fertilizers, fungicides, insecticides, pheromone, sticky traps, cattle feed, vegetables and an agro service centre.
Under the project, BoD trainings were conducted by NABCONS on various subjects like organizational development,
conflict management, book keeping and accounts, business management, legal compliance of FPO under Company Act
etc. Also, NABCONS developed a system related to management of finance, human resource, stock and inventory ,
procurement and quality management, marketing , internal audit, internal conflict resolution and other important
functional areas. Standard operating procedure for the same was established. With trained Board, farmer members, staff
and LRP’s, FPC showed a steady growth in membership from 583 members to 1051 members as on 31.03.2019. During
capacity building programs of farmers (FGD/ToT/ FIG meetings), NABCONS invited officials from various departments
(Horticulture/Agriculture /Animal Husbandry /KVK etc.) for the awareness regarding government schemes for farmers
and for FPO members, equity grant fund benefit to individual farmer and credit guarantee fund scheme etc. Problems
faced by farmers in availing schemes were also discussed. After discussion with SFACH, Pheromone and Sticky traps were
installed at farmer’s fields in Karnal FPO as an agriculture demonstration for all three years. The result of traps has been
found excellent. Farmers reported low consumption of pesticides due to traps. Exposure visits were conducted for Karnal
FPO at AMUL (Anand Gujarat), FPOs in Gujarat, Shayadri Farms FPO, Nasik besides exposure visit to advance agriculture
practices at various institutes in Punjab, Gujarat and Maharashtra. As a result of this first-hand experience from these
visits, FPO farmers were able to formulate business plan of input business. The FPO also raised fund through share money
and EGF from SFAC Delhi and received EGF worth Rs 7.02 Lakh on 4-01-2018. Member farmers got subsidies
approximately worth Rs 150 lakh under Crop Cluster Development Plan (CCDP) extension scheme on bamboo stacking,
hybrid seeds, drip irrigation, low tunnel, mulching, polyhouse sheets etc. FPO also got letter of intent (LOI) from SFACH
for setting up vegetable processing plant in Padhana village (Karnal) under CCDP.

Diagnostic Study of C & D Category FPOs: Assessment & Recommendations
NABCONS conducted an assessment of C & D category of FPOs for NABARD in Madhya Pradesh to find out the gaps,
key areas of concern and to design appropriate intervention to overcome the same.
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It was found in the study that major constraints related to FPO model were lack of vision on value proposition for
shareholders/CEO & PoPI, lack of awareness and limited interest in FPOs by members, no formal marketing linkages
platform for FPOs, low capital base, less capacity building efforts, lack of business planning and regulatory compliance
etc. NABCONS in the study, recommended measures viz. incubation support for business planning, shift in the business
matrix, change in the nature of support from grant to risk capital with condition of matching grant concept, creation of
centralized recruitment, training and placement at state level for FPO staff, bank credit linkages using data aggregation
and digital platform, development of a strong monitoring framework in the initial phase of formation of FPOs, creation
of a district level Compliance agency headed by DDM to review the compliances etc.
Integration of small producers into Producer Companies: Status and scope in India
“A report prepared by NABCONS for the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) in India, under the project: “Organic
Production of Underutilized Medicinal, Aromatic and Natural Dye Plants Programme for Sustainable Livelihoods in South
Asia”
This study of producer companies was undertaken by NABCONS, Hyderabad, Zonal Office as part of a project implemented
by the FAO using grant from International Fund for Agriculture Development (IFAD). NABCONS undertook the study to
assess the present status of producer companies operating in India through a critical examination of their performance,
analyse the various issues concerning producer companies and map out the main issues affecting their performance and
suggest strategies and approaches for future development of producer companies in India. Nine producer companies
were purposely selected for this study across India. Overall, the study observed that the producers have benefited from
producer companies in terms of both getting more and regular orders (in case of artisans) and better price realisations by
overcoming certain market imperfections (price, quality based payment, weighment irregularities). However, in the long
run, benefits will have to come from value addition, brand building and backward and forward integration of the value
chain. The study recommended to support the producer companies through appropriate strategies and policy support
like channelising Venture Capital Fund for supporting the activities of producer companies, facilitation in accessing bank
credit, capacity building, market linkages, convergence of various GoI schemes in promoting producer companies etc.
NABCONS as Resource Support Agency (RSA) for promotion of FPOs
NABARD has entrusted NABCONS as the RSA for the promotion of FPOs for organizing and implementing capacity building
of Producer Organization Promoting Institutions (POPIs) and supervising overall development of FPOs in various states. As
an RSA, it is involved In interventions like designing and organizing capacity building of POPIs, providing necessary training
and handholding support to POPIs to undertake promotion of FPOs in the state, conducting training and capacity building of
FPO directors, lead farmers and CEO of FPO as per the requirement and guide/oversee the overall implementation of the
scheme and assist POPI/FPO in value addition, market linkage, accessing storage facilities and other support services required
by the FPOs for effective value chain development.

CHALLENGES & ISSUES IN
BUILDING ROBUST FPOs
GOVT. POLICY ON FPOs
 Lack of technical
knowledge/awareness
 Lack of/inadequate professional
management
 Weak financials
 Inadequate access to credit
 Lack of risk mitigation mechanism
 Inadequate access to market
 Inadequate access to infrastructure
 Ownership issues
 Convergence of resources
 Cumbersome registrations and
statutory processes compliances
 Lack of skilled human resource
 Social and economic challenges in
form of entrepreneurial culture,
literacy etc
 Competition with rich middlemen
and intermediaries in agricultural
supply chain

 Policy & process guidelines for FPOs –
MoA&FW, GOI
 Union Budget 2019 – Formation of
10,000 new FPOs to ensure
economies of scale for farmers over
the next five years.
 Rs 6000 Cr fund may be set up by GOI
for the same
 Strategy for New India @75 by NITI
Aayog –
1. The benefits accorded to start-ups
under the Start-up India Mission
need to be extended to FPOs as
well.
2. NABARD’s model of joint liability
groups can be promoted to
channelize small growers into the
value chain.
3. Ensure 50 per cent membership of
women farmers in FPOs
4. Creation of a separate budget to
bear the registration/processing
fee for the registration of women
FPOs.

WAY FORWARD/POLICY INTERVENTIONS











Restriction of membership for an FPO to a geographic spread of 20 kms area to ensure cohesiveness of
each FPO.
Creation of uniform formats for loan applications along with the detailed guidelines with the help of
NABARD /SFAC and the banking industry along with provision of security free bank loans to FPOs
Training, capacity building, development of professional manpower, exposure visits, entrepreneurship
development programs, tie-ups with ATMA/KVKs/SAUs/NGOs etc. and handholding support to FPOs
BIRD, NIPHT, NIRD, NIAM etc. could be designated as Nodal Agency for knowledge management and
training/capacity building of FPOs on a regular basis.
Suitable amendments in the APMC Act, Food Grain Procurement Policy of GOI, Producer Companies Act
2013 for “ease of doing business”
FPO as implementing agencies for “Farmer-centric schemes” of Central/State Govts.
Comprehensive early stage funding and flexible products tailored to FPO requirements by fianncing
institutions to improve financing for FPOs.
Improving market linkages/supply chain intervention through creation of a single-window platform to
provide information about backward & forward linkages as also the market infrastructure
As per the report on “Doubling farmers’ Income” by NITI Aayog, there is need to involve state level
agencies in creating, nurturin, establishing and upscaling the FPOs
Extending angel/venture capital support to FPOs on the lines of Start-ups
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